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Abstract

Domain specific modeling languages are of increasing importance for
the development of software and other systems. Meta tools are needed to
support rapid development of domain-specific solutions. Usually, domain-
specific modeling languages are defined by providing a meta model using
the MOF/EMF approach. The language definition can be used to generate
a corresponding editor using meta tools such as Eclipse GMF. The meta
model defines all symbols and relations of the domain-specific model which
can be used to provide an editor with basic editing commands. In addi-
tion, further language properties can be formulated by OCL constraints
which form the input to a syntax checker. If the modeling language has
not only simple syntax structures, syntax-directed editing would increase
the convenience. Up to now, meta CASE tools being based on EMF do
not provide support for the definition of complex editing commands. A
natural way to define editing commands is the formulation by transfor-
mation rules, specifying the pre- and post-conditions of each command.
The background for this approach is the grammar-based definition of vi-
sual modeling languages. While the transformation rules for simple com-
mands can be generated automatically, complex commands are defined by
the language designer. The formal basis for this kind of editor definition
is given by graph transformation. A meta model-based editor specifica-
tion extended by such rules shall be used to generate Eclipse plug-ins for
domain-specific editing with complex editing commands.

1 Introduction

In software system development, often domain-specific visual notations are used
for which a tool environment consisting of visual editors, simulators, model
transformers, etc. is needed. Existing approaches for generating the desired
tool environments rely on meta-modeling concepts, grammars, or some kind of
logics. Dependent on the underlying concepts, different kinds of editors are
generated.
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Several Eclipse projects head for a meta technology to define domain-specific
modeling languages. The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [6] mainly gen-
erates the underlying models of visual editors. From an EMF class diagram,
EMF generates a set of Java classes for manipulating the model and a basic, tree
based editor for model instances. The generated classes provide basic support
for creating/deleting model elements and persistency operations like loading and
saving. For a complete language description, the generated model has to be ex-
tended by additional syntax checks implementing certain well-formedness rules
e.g. by the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [10]. Moreover, a graphical view
should be provided. On the one hand, this view can be hand-coded on the
basis of GEF, the Eclipse Graphical Editor Framework [4], offering basic and
advanced editor functionalities based on a model-view-controller architecture.
On the other hand, a visual editor can be generated by the Graphical Modeling
Framework (GMF) project [5] which started recently as Eclipse technology sub-
project. It aims at providing a fundamental infrastructure and components for
developing visual design and modeling surfaces in Eclipse. In essence, GMF
will form a generative bridge between EMF and GEF, whereby a diagram def-
inition will be linked to a domain visual language model which serves as input
to the generation of a visual editor.

A quite different approach for visual editor generation based on Eclipse tech-
nologies is pursued by Tiger [7] (Transformation-based generation of modeling
environments). Tiger combines the advantages of precise VL specification tech-
niques using graph transformation concepts with sophisticated graphical editor
development features offered by GEF. Using graph transformation on the ab-
stract syntax level, an editor command is modeled in a rule-based way by just
specifying the pre- and post-conditions of each command. The application of
such syntax rules to the underlying syntax graph of a diagram is performed by
the graph transformation engine AGG [12]. Tiger extends the AGG engine by
a concrete visual syntax definition for flexible means for visual model representa-
tion. From the definition of the visual language, the Tiger generator generates
Java source code. The generated Java code implements an Eclipse visual ed-
itor plug-in based on GEF which makes use of a variety of GEF’s predefined
editor functionalities.

Dependent on the underlying language model, the generated editors fairly
differ in their functionalities. While meta model-based editors offer basic edit-
ing commands to create, edit, move and delete single model elements and their
relations, graph transformation-based editors also offer complex editing com-
mands which insert or manipulate larger model parts consisting of a number
of elements. Editing control flow graphs for example, there might be editing
commands available which insert or delete a complete decision structure in one
step.

In general, meta model-based editors allow to edit more models than in-
tended. In this case additional constraint checking is needed to restrict to correct
models. Graph transformation-based editors are usually purely syntax-directed,
i.e. each editing operation yields a syntactically correct diagram. Comparing
these editing modes with those used in modern textual editors such as the Java
editor in Eclipse, we recognize that a combination of free and syntax-directed
editing would be most desirable. Supporting free editing in principle, additional
syntax-directed editing would increase the convenience.

In the following, we first consider existing editor generators in more detail
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and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. Then, we consider a small
example language being simple activity diagrams and show how this language
is defined by GMF on the one hand, and by Tiger on the other hand. Finally,
we discuss how a meta model-based language definition could be extended by
graph transformation concepts to define complex editing commands based on
the given meta model.

2 Graphical Editor Generation: State of the Art

In this chapter, we review the state of the art of model-based graphical editor
generation. We start with the editor generation concepts offered by EMF, GEF
and GMF. Thereafter, we review editor generation based on graph transforma-
tion. In this presentation we discuss the opportunities and limitations of both
approaches.

2.1 Eclipse-based Editor Generation

Eclipse [3] is an open platform for tool integration managed by an open commu-
nity, written in Java. Its plug-in technology allows flexible program development
and integration. Extensive plug-in construction toolkits and examples allow the
easy development of own application plug-ins supporting specific application
functionalities.

The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [6] allows to generate executable
code from meta models, called models in EMF, defined as class diagrams. Using
EMF for visual language specification, the model describes mainly the abstract
syntax, (i.e. the symbol and link types used in the diagrams) but does not
contain information about their concrete layout, such as shapes and lines and
their properties. The generated model code thus consists of the basic classes
allowing to handle the internal model of the editor. Furthermore, EMF allows
to generate a tree-based editor which can directly be executed in the Eclipse
Runtime-Workbench. In this editor, a language instance can be edited by defin-
ing symbols and values for their properties. The editing mode is tree-based,
i.e. a multi-dimensional structure has to be defined along a tree structure which
immediately becomes inconvenient as soon as the structure gets slightly more
complex. Moreover, we stay on the abstract syntax level and do not edit dia-
grams in their concrete layout.

The Graphical Editor Framework (GEF) [4] plug-in is part of the Eclipse
project and allows the designer to develop graphical editors for models of a spe-
cific application domain. Basic and advanced editor functionalities are offered
by GEF to be included in a graphical editor.

As pointed out, EMF does not support the generation of graphical editors
based on GEF. Therefore, the model-specific editor features must be coded by
hand, e.g. by defining figures for the concrete layout of diagrams in the graphical
editor, and commands to be used in the editor, thereby strictly obeying the
Model-View-Controller architecture of GEF applications. The model in GEF
is a distinct package offering all model-manipulating operations (and may be
generated by EMF). The values defined by the model are the only data that are
saved and restored for each model instance (diagram). Hence, the model has to
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include also that part of the layout information (e.g. symbol positions) which
is specific to the diagram.

In order to bridge the gap between EMF-models and GEF-based graphical
editors, the Eclipse Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) project [5] started
recently as Eclipse technology subproject and aims to provide the fundamental
infrastructure and components for developing visual design and modeling sur-
faces in Eclipse. In essence, a diagram definition will be linked to a domain-
specific model which serves as input to the generation of a visual editor. GMF
is a generative approach allowing to add diagramming capabilities to a visual
language model expressed in EMF, if a visual editor is desired. In many ways,
GMF is an extension to the capabilities of EMF. It is a great advantage that
based on EMF meta models and some additional information, visual editors
with can be generated.

Considering the Eclipse approach to visual editor generation based on EMF/
GEF and the GMF project, the underlying meta-model (i.e. the EMF model)
mainly defines the visual language alphabet. Therefore it may be the case that
an editor based on such a model allows the editing of diagrams which should
not belong to the visual language in mind. Additional language constraints
can be expressed by adding e.g. OCL constraints [10] to the EMF model. A
resulting editor offers simple editing commands based on the meta model and
contains an additional syntax checker. For the generation of syntax-directed
editor commands, no support is provided yet. Here, the graph transformation-
based approach to VL definition can offer support.

2.2 Graph-Transformation based Editor Generation

Following the graph transformation-based definition of a visual language, sym-
bols and links of the language, i.e. the abstract syntax of the language alphabet,
is given by a type graph which is very similar to a meta model. It is very natural
to take graphs for representing the underlying structure of a diagram. Being
elements of a certain visual language, all abstract syntax graphs have to be
correctly typed over the corresponding type graph.

Language constraints restricting the set of valid diagrams, are modeled by
restricting the set of editing commands, i.e. graph transformation-based editors
are usually syntax-directed. An editor command is modeled as a graph rule
(typed over the language’s type graph) being applied to the abstract syntax
graph of the current diagram. The graph transformation approach to language
definition is a constructive one, since creation rules are used to build up all
language instances from an initial instance. The initial instance graph together
with the set of rules and the underlying type graph are called VL syntax gram-
mar, because it defines the complete syntax of the visual language.

Syntax-directed editing based on a syntax grammar allows to edit syntacti-
cally correct diagrams only. Besides, syntax rules can specify complex editing
commands like the insertion of a complete if-then-else construct in activity di-
agrams in one step (see Section 3 where a syntax grammar for simple activity
diagrams is discussed). After editing a diagram, other graph rules (like simula-
tion rules) can be applied to perform model simulation or model analysis, based
on the same diagram.

Visual environment generators like DiaGen [9] and AToM3 [8] generate
domain-specific editors from language specifications based on graph transfor-
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mation. The created editor features (e.g. for layouting diagrams, undo/redo,
zooming, etc.) differ heavily, since they do not rely on a standard editor frame-
work. Moreover, the generated environments are not meant to be integrated
into other existing tool environments. As stand-alone applications they do not
always offer the standard look-and-feel of common editor features.

In the development of Tiger [7] our aim has been to bring together graph
transformation-based editor generation with the Eclipse technology based on
GEF which has resulted in the generation of syntax-directed GEF-editors with
graphs as underlying structures. Following the pure graph transformation-based
approach to visual language definition, all editor commands have to be defined
by graph rules. Since the definition of simple editor commands might be tedious
work, rules can be partly generated from the type graph as done in GenGED
[1]. In this way, the editor definition is simplified, but the result is still a syntax-
directed editor.

Summarizing up, mainly two editing modes have been considered for visual
languages so far: pure syntax-directed editing and free editing based on a fixed
alphabet. Comparing these modes with those used in modern textual editors
such as the Java editor in Eclipse, we recognize that a combination free and
syntax-directed editing would be most desirable. Supporting free editing in
principle, additional syntax-directed editing would increase the convenience in
editing more complex structures.

Therefore, we discuss in the following, how GMF-based editor generation
can be extended by graph transformation concepts supporting the specifica-
tion of complex editor commands. Hence, we consider how to combine the
meta model and graph transformation-based approaches as offered by GMF
and Tiger, to yield a comprehensive approach for the generation of flexible and
powerful domain-specific editors. In the following section, these ideas are illus-
trated by an example first.

3 Example: Editor generation for Simple Activ-
ity Diagrams

Activity diagrams are used to describe the control flow within a system, based
on activities. In the following, we consider the editor generation for a simple
variant of activity diagrams where all activity diagrams are well-structured.
I.e. all diagrams have exactly one start and one end activity and each decision
structure has two branches which are always forked and joined by a decision
activity each. In the following, we define this language with GMF and with
Tiger. Despite some minor differences in the concrete syntax which can easily
adapted in the future, the main difference lays in the editor commands.

3.1 Editor Generation by GMF

The editor generated by GMF is shown in Fig. 1 viewing an activity diagram
which models a simple work flow of order processing in a shop.

The VL alphabet for simple activity diagrams contains two kinds of symbols,
activities and next-relations which begin and end at activities. The activities
can be of different kinds, i.e. simple activities, start and end nodes as well
as decision nodes. Activities may have some describing text. Moreover, next
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Figure 1: Activity diagram editor generated by GMF

relations may have inscriptions which are used to formulate conditions. The
meta model for the abstract syntax part of activity diagrams is depicted in
Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Meta model for simple activity diagrams
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The GMF generated editor just uses this meta model as input for specifying
the editor commands. For each model element, the editor contains insertion,
deletion, editing and moving commands. There is no support for inserting the
start diagram consisting of a start and an end activity which are connected by a
next relation. Moreover, a support for inserting new decision structures would
increase the convenience. I.e. an editor command inserting a decision structure
with two branches as well as a forking and a joining decision activity is needed.

3.2 Editor Generation based on Tiger

Fig. 3 shows an editor generated by Tiger. This editor views an activity diagram
modeling the same work flow as the GMF-generated editor. While the GMF-
generated editor shows a number of simple editor commands in the palette,
the Tiger-generated editor contains only few creation commands in the palette
which may contain complex ones such as addActivityAsDecision which inserts a
complete decision structure.

Figure 3: Activity diagram editor generated by Tiger

An editor generated by Tiger is completely syntax-directed, i.e. the VL syn-
tax is defined by a graph grammar and its graph rules are used to generate
editor commands. The type graph corresponds to the meta model in Fig. 2
where classes are interpreted as node types and associations as edge types.
Node type inheritance which corresponds to class inheritance is also supported
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in type graphs (see [2]).
The syntax rules for activity diagrams can define important aspects of the

visual language, e.g. the number of start and end activities which are allowed in
one diagram, or the question whether decision branches have to be merged again.
Our variant of activity diagrams allows only one start and one end activity. This
is realized in the syntax grammar (see Fig. 4) by defining an activity diagram as
start graph which consists of exactly one start and one end activity, connected
by a next-relation. As none of the syntax rules adds or deletes start or end
activities, their number will always be fixed to one each.

Rule addActivity inserts a simple activity after another activity (which is
neither an end nor a decision activity). The name of the new activity is given
by input parameter n. Please note that the source activity of next-relation 2
changes after insertion. Rule addActivityAsDecision replaces a simple activity
by a decision activity with two branches. Each branch contains one simple
activity. The branches are merged afterwards by another decision activity. This
rule has four input parameters: two arc inscriptions x and y, and two names
n and m for the new simple activities in both branches. Please note that
the palette of the editor shown in Fig. 3 contains two entries which directly
correspond with these insertion rules. Further kinds of editor commands such
as for deletion or editing usually occur in context menus and have to specified
by graph rules, too. An example is shown in the context menu in Fig. 3 where
a deletion operation for the selected activity is offered.

4 Outlook

In the previous sections, we discussed the two different kinds of editor generation
for visual languages, being based on meta models or graph transformation.
Since both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages, we propose to
combine both approaches. What does that mean? Starting with a meta model
only, a simple editor can be generated which offers the basic editor operations for
each model element. A syntax check can be added by defining well-formedness
rules with OCL and adding an OCL checker to the editor. For the generation
of complex editor commands an additional specification is needed using rules.
These rules are formulated on instances of the given meta model (being an EMF
model) and later compiled to additional code realizing the rule application on
EMF instance models.

Existing transformation engines for EMF mainly focus on exogenous model
transformations, i.e. transformations between models of different languages, and
use QVT [11] as model transformation language. But for this kind of transfor-
mation, we need an endogenous model transformation engine which transforms
instances of one and the same EMF model. Moreover, relations which are a key
concept in QVT, do not fit well to endogenous transformations, since relation-
ships between model elements are not of primary interest. A model transfor-
mation approach based on graph transformation, as described above, would fit
better.

Having an endogenous transformation engine for EMF models available, this
engine (or generated code) can be used to execute the specified complex editing
commands in visual editors generated by GMF. Representing the internal editor
models as EMF models, the pre-condition of a complex command specification
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Figure 4: Specification of editor commands as rules

is considered as left-hand side pattern. If a matching pattern can be found in
the current diagram, this command is applicable and roughly spoken, replaces
the matching pattern by the right-hand side pattern which specifies the post-
condition of this command.

Besides pure editing commands, also model optimizations such as model
refactorings, could be realized with the proposed approach. This can be con-
sidered as a starting point for the generation of really powerful domain-specific
visual editors.
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